Agent behaviors in simulation systems are related to fundamental capabilities of realistically developing (semi) autonomous navigation actions. This is particularly important when dealing with the implementation of Computer Generated Forces (CGFs) for simulation systems in tactical military training applications. Moreover, these systems take into consideration the particularities of the domain-specific simulation tasks and the numerous heterogeneous CGFs inserted on them in order to generate better knowledge and learning experience to simulation system users. Based on these reasons, this paper reviews recurrent navigation problems as to propose a task-oriented and parameterized (semi) autonomous navigation framework to deal with CGF navigation needs in military simulation. Combining global and local navigation techniques, and controlled transition between alternative degrees of navigation autonomy, the framework aims to overcome the challenges of implementing customizable CGF navigation behaviors and, at the same time, to allow interaction with both users and other simulation systems in distributed simulation settings. A case study is presented in which the proposed techniques are analyzed in a domain-specific simulation problem providing evidence of their suitability to address the studied military simulation problems.
Introduction
In the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) aiming to model realistic objects' behaviors, simulation systems stand out as virtual environments for the investigation of solutions for navigation problems. Simulation systems relying on different navigation techniques are commonly used in professional education settings, where the most prominent scenario is the case of simulation-based training in the military 1,2,3 . The popularity of such systems is due to the fact that they allow users to recreate real-life problem-solving situations without endangering people and spending valuable (and often scarce) resources. In addition, operational analysts can rapidly specify and evaluate both existing and new systems and procedures in the underlying simulations. In the military, Computer Generated Forces (CGFs) 4 are crucial components of such simulation systems since these forces can show key real-life navigation behaviors in simulation exercises. For this reason, CGFs have, as a primary goal, to replicate relevant aspects of either human or equipment behaviors, or both, while following key tactics and procedures of a military doctrine. As such simulation systems are often used as tools for training, they also offer the possibility of human interaction to some extent in the navigation algorithms, which can be reflected as semi-autonomous CGF implementations.
To handle (semi)autonomous navigation behaviors in simulation applications, deliberative and reactive navigation algorithms 5 from AI usually address isolated navigation issues, seldom considering the modeling and implementation requirements of a complex task-oriented simulation scenario. As investigated in this work, navigation algorithms for virtual tactical simulation systems need to combine global and local navigation techniques, which are designed to address layered simulations where static and dynamic navigation and collision detection/avoidance issues are present. Navigation algorithms also need to provide intelligent behaviors that are consistent with real life military commander decisions, even considering incomplete knowledge about the battle-situations being simulated. These behaviors can be directed to simulate groups of military units, which can be taken as either individuals or aggregates formed of heterogeneous pieces of military equipment. In effect, such algorithms ought to address navigation tasks in which simulated units are capable of executing domain-specific behaviors over large virtual terrain representations according to a given military doctrine. In this context, complementary navigation techniques are rarely presented in a combined manner in a task-oriented navigation framework, i.e. tackling different problems at once, so that realistic simulation scenarios can be handled.
Observing this landscape, this paper presents a hybrid (semi) autonomous navigation framework for the implementation of task-oriented intelligent behaviours for CGFs used in military simulation systems. The framework combines both deliberative and reactive navigation algorithms, which are parameterized in different ways to consider the needs of heterogeneous military units being simulated and to produce realistic navigation solutions for them. In addition, the framework also considers the tactical and doctrinal needs of military simulations, like coordinated movement, aiming to become a parameterized (semi) autonomous solution to be reused in other applications with similar tactical navigation challenges. The framework is based on a real simulation scenario involving simulations of mobile artillery batteries in the context of a project aiming the design and prototype of a distributed virtual tactical simulation system for the Brazilian Army: the SIS-ASTROS project. This particular problem scenario is a realistic test-bed application for the design and evaluation of the framework since the virtual tactical simulation characteristics of such artillery battery units capture the most relevant (semi) autonomous navigation issues previously mentioned.
The paper is organized as follows: First, prominent problems for (semi)autonomous agent navigation are discussed. Second, the framework to approach navigation issues in (semi)autonomous simulation systems for tactical military training is proposed. Third, a case study is presented in which the proposed implemented solutions are analyzed. Fourth, the paper proposals are contrasted with related works. Finally, a discussion regarding the contributions of the framework for the development of military simulations is provided along with a description of future works.
Navigation problems of simulation systems
Simulation systems are broadly used in the military training scenario as to familiarize trainees with tools, vehicles, procedures and doctrines explored in complex military operations. Besides the individual usage of simulation approaches, which are traditionally classified as live, virtual and constructive 6 , there is an increasing interest on systems that combine these simulation types, leading to a "blended training" 7 approach. In this context, the exploration of computational techniques to support the movement of agents from one point to another in a virtual terrain has been
